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ABSTRACT

Degradation of turbine engine hot gas path components by high temperature corrosion can usually be associated with deposits even though other factors may also play a significant role. The origins of the corrosive deposits are traceable to chemical reactions which take place during the combustion process. In the case of hot corrosion/sulfidation, sodium sulfate has been established as the deposited corrosive agent even when none of this salt enters the engine directly. The sodium sulfate is formed during the combustion and deposition processes from compounds of sulfur contained in the fuel as low level impurities and sodium compounds, such as sodium chloride, ingested with intake air. In other turbine engine and power generation situations, corrosive and/or fouling deposits can result from such metals as potassium, iron, calcium, vanadium, magnesium, and silicon.

Control strategies used to combat high temperature corrosion and fouling problems can be aided by improved understanding of the thermochemistry, kinetics, and dynamics of salt formation and deposition in the context of combustion system processes. The chemistry of sulfur and various metal salts in flame systems has been experimentally investigated. The flame chemistry has been related to deposition processes and corrosion. Deposition mechanisms have been studied, and deposition measurements have been made for a variety of systems. Deposition rate theories have been developed and evaluated. The theories have evolved from the simple transport of a single condensible vapor species to more general and accurate ones which include multicomponent vapor transport, thermal diffusion, variable gas properties across boundary layers, free stream turbulence, and particle size effects.

This paper will present the current state of understanding of combustion system processes leading to corrosive deposits by reviewing and summarizing past and recent work on pertinent flame chemistry and deposition rate theory.

*To appear in the proceedings of the NACE International Conference on High Temperature Corrosion, San Diego, California, Mach 2-6, 1981.
INTRODUCTION

Boilers, combustion turbine engines, and other types of directly fired energy conversion systems require components that will function properly, for long times, in hostile environments, at high temperatures and stresses (Refs. 1 and 2). Generally the components for such systems have been designed primarily on the basis of mechanical properties. In practice, however, hot section component life is found increasingly often to be controlled by environmental attack (Refs. 3 and 4). The attack derives from synergistic combinations of (1) the high temperatures involved, (2) the combustion products of the air and fuel burned, and (3) certain impurities which enter the system with the fuel and air. In the future, environmental attack problems can be expected to intensify because, as a consequence of the energy scenario, the operational trend is directed toward seeking high efficiency, brought about by the use of higher temperatures and pressures, while burning fuels with increased impurity content (Refs. 1 and 2).

Impurities are a key factor in life-controlling environmental attack of components. For fuels with essentially no impurities (e.g., natural gas), attack is usually manifested as only simple oxidation which is seldom life-limiting for modern superalloy coating materials (Refs. 5-12). However, certain impurities that enter the system can produce very accelerated, and often catastrophic, attack which can be life-limiting (Refs. 13-17). Sodium, potassium, vanadium and sulfur have been identified as particularly offensive (Refs. 13, 14, 16, 18, and 19), but other metals can also contribute to environmental attack under certain conditions (Refs. 15, 16, and 20). Attack can be manifested as material degradation and/or fouling of aerodynamic or heat transfer surfaces by the buildup of deposited substances. Modes of degradation include various types of high temperature corrosion, erosion and combined erosion-corrosion (Refs. 21 and 22). Except for erosion modes (consideration of which is outside the scope of this paper), accelerated attack beyond pure oxidation is usually associated, at least in part, with some sort of deposit of material on the surface. For the high temperature corrosion associated mainly with surface deposits of so-called corrosive agents, the attack might be hot corrosion (Refs. 23-31) or fireside corrosion (Refs. 32-35). For surface deposits which are corrosively benign, the attack might be fouling (Refs. 14, and 35-38).

Obviously, the nature of the deposit and the rate of deposition are of primary importance in consideration of environmental attack. This paper addresses these two fundamental aspects of the environmental attack problem. Specifically considered are (1) the combustion chemistry of some inorganic impurities found in fossil fuel fired systems, and (2) the mechanisms and laws of deposition on surfaces exposed to the combustion product effluent flow from these systems.

COMBUSTION CHEMISTRY

From the point of view of environmental attack, it is essential to know the history and ultimate fate of impurities that enter the combustion system. The history aspect involves the combustion chemistry which, for most fossil fuel fired systems, is not well characterized. This situation can be attributed to two main factors: (1) there is a wide range in the number, type, and quantities of impurities involved; and (2) it is an exceedingly difficult task to make all of the necessary in situ composition, tempera-
ture, and kinetic measurements. Usually the combustion chemistry is inferred from characterizations of the deposits collected on probes placed in the particular combustion system in question (Refs. 13-15, 35, and 39-44); direct flame sampling/monitoring of all species in such systems is still lacking. Simple flame systems, such as H₂/O₂, CH₄/O₂, CH₄/air, etc. in laboratory contexts, have been studied extensively and the chemistry, while certainly not simple, is generally well in hand (Refs. 45-47). Laboratory flames seeded with various metal salts and inorganic compounds have also received considerable attention so that understanding in this area is developing (Refs. 47-49). However, almost no effort has been given to studying specific seeding compositions relevant to environmental attack and high temperature corrosion in particular. Only in the case of sulfur in combustion systems is there a large background of information and a reasonably complete understanding of the oxidation and combustion chemistry (Refs. 50-55).

Sulfate formation in flames. - Because sodium and potassium sulfates play such an important role in environmental attack, it is of considerable importance to know, especially in considering mechanisms of deposition, how and when sodium-sulfur-oxygen interactions occur. The works of Fenimore (Ref. 56) and Durie, et al. (Ref. 57) were attempts to determine the gas phase reactions of sodium species with sulfur in flames; from these works indirect evidence was obtained to suggest that, indeed, sodium-sulfur-containing species were formed in short residence times. Those studies, and the equilibrium calculations that were a fundamental part of them, did not, however, include thermodynamic data for the Na₂SO₄ gas phase molecule.

In 1975, the existence of the Na₂SO₄(g) molecule was established by high-temperature Knudsen effusion–mass spectrometry, and values for the thermodynamic properties were provided (Ref. 58). With this information available, better equilibrium composition calculations were possible; such calculations showed the sodium-containing gas phase species to be a complicated function of temperature or fuel/oxidant mass ratio for any particular combustion system (Ref. 58). However, the question of the actual gas phase composition still remained to be established. To address this question, Stearns, et al. (Refs. 59 and 60) used high pressure, free-jet sampling mass spectrometric techniques (Ref. 61) to characterize and directly identify species in alkali metal salt/sulfur-doped, atmospheric pressure, premixed, fuel-lean methane/oxygen flames. Sulfur was added to the fuel-oxidant gas mixture as either gaseous sulfur dioxide or methyl mercaptan. The alkali salts were added by nebulizing aspirated aqueous solutions of the salt into the gas mixing chamber of the laminar flow, flat flame burner. Typical results obtained for a flame doped with sulfur dioxide and seeded with a sodium chloride water solution are presented in Fig. 1. The most significant points to be noted from the measured composition profiles are (1) the gaseous sodium sulfate molecule was observed to be formed in the flame, (2) this molecule was formed in less than one millisecond from the time when the reactants entered the flame, (3) gaseous sodium chloride and other sodium-containing gas phase species persist in the flame, (4) two intermediate species, NaSO₂(g) and NaSO₃(g), were directly identified in the flame, and (5) other gaseous combustion products (e.g., CO₂, H₂O, HCl, etc.) were identified in the flame. Not all species identified are shown in Fig. 1 because experimental considerations precluded profiling all species observed. The species NaSO₂(g) and NaSO₃(g) are not considered to be fragments because they were not observed as such in the Knudsen effusion vaporization of sodium sulfate (Ref. 58).
The next step was to make a comparison of the experimental observations with equilibrium thermodynamic predictions for the experimental reactant composition. The equilibrium thermodynamic calculations were made with the NASA complex chemical equilibrium computer code (Ref. 62). In the calculations the convention was used that CH₄ and SO₂ were labeled fuel while O₂, H₂O, and NaCl were labeled oxidant. Calculated equilibrium compositions of the reacted flame gas products, at the adiabatic flame temperature, are presented in Fig. 2 where the compositions are plotted as a function of the fuel/oxidant mass ratio. For the calculations, the program considered over seventy gaseous and condensed phase species made up of C-H-U-S-Na-Cl combinations, including Na₂SO₄(g), but not NaSO₂(g) or NaSO₃(g) for which no thermodynamic data are available. The results of the calculations for the lean flames show that sodium is distributed in a complex pattern between Na₂SO₄(c), NaOH(g), Na₂SO₄(g), Na(g), NaCl(g), (NaCl)₂(g), NaO(g), and NaH(g). At low values of the fuel/oxidant mass ratio, and up to a relatively abrupt cut-off, the sodium is tied up almost exclusively as the condensed phase Na₂SO₄. The gaseous species Na₂SO₄ is expected to be present in significant amounts only over a relatively narrow fuel/oxidant ratio range. Also, Na₂SO₄(g) would always be expected to be present at a molar concentration of less than one-tenth that of NaCl(g). At higher fuel/oxidant ratios, NaOH(g), Na(g), and NaCl(g) are predicted to be the main carriers of sodium.

Experimental results are compared with the calculated equilibrium results in Fig. 1. The calculated mole fraction column labeled 2032 (Tadib) is that calculated for the experimental flame conditions and an adiabatic flame temperature of 2032 K. These calculated compositions are seen to be in only fair agreement with the measured compositions. However, it must be recognized that for various reasons the true experimental flame temperature at the sampling orifice might be significantly different than the adiabatic flame temperature. Because the sampling probe and ambient conditions can conduct heat away from the flame, the experimental flame temperature would be expected in practice to be below the adiabatic temperature. Indeed this was found to be the case experimentally when the flame was probed with a simple thermocouple arrangement (Refs. 60 and 63). The thermocouple measurements indicated that the experimental flame was about 1832 K. Therefore, equilibrium compositions were calculated for this temperature and these compositions are also shown in Fig. 1.

Before making a final comparison between the measured and calculated compositions, a number of other important factors must be considered: (1) measured profiles as presented here have not been corrected for sampling and mass spectrometric sensitivity factors which are yet to be determined by "calibration" techniques (Ref. 63), and (2) the concentration level of sodium chloride in the flame has a considerable but unknown uncertainty associated with it because of the method used to introduced the sodium chloride. Being cognizant of these considerations, we conclude that the agreement between experimental observations and calculated equilibrium compositions is reasonably good for all species. Furthermore, these results are taken to indicate that equilibrium calculations can be used with reasonable confidence to predict what species are to be expected and their relative levels.

*"c" represents a condensed phase, either solid or liquid.
Several other flame systems involving sodium, potassium, and sulfur have been studied by high pressure, free-jet expansion mass spectrometric techniques and some general results are listed in Table I. For each system, regardless of the form of the original sulfur or alkali metal salt, the appropriate alkali sulfate species was formed in the flame and the measured compositions were in good agreement with those calculated for equilibrium conditions.

**Mechanisms of sodium sulfate formation.** - The composition profiles show in Fig. 1 for the species NaSO\(_2\)(g), NaSO\(_3\)(g), and Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\)(g) bear on the kinetics and mechanism of formation of the Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\)(g). As pointed out by Steinberg and Schofield (Ref. 64), NaOH, whether formed in one primary reaction or in two, appears to be a major potential precursor for the formation of sodium-sulfur compounds in flames. Fenimore (Ref. 56) favored NaSO\(_2\) because for lean (and rich) H\(_2\)/air flames he found a decrease in the concentration of sodium atoms with the addition of large excesses of SO\(_2\). In contrast, Durie, et al. (Ref. 57) found NaSO\(_3\) formation more consistent with their lean flame observations. Only a few possibilities exist for homogenous gas phase formation of Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\). Steinberg and Schofield consider the most probable one to be that involving a 2-body reaction and simple displacement, viz.,

\[
\text{NaOH(g) + NaSO}_3(g) = \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4(g) + \text{H(g)}
\]

This is only speculation at this point in time but laser fluorescence studies are currently in progress to elucidate the detailed mechanisms (Ref. 64).

**Other combustion system sampling.** - Greene, et al. have used high pressure, free-jet sampling mass spectrometric techniques in an attempt to directly sample and characterize the gaseous species responsible for fireside corrosion in fossil fuel fired systems (Refs. 65 and 66). Measurements were made on premixed gaseous flames and coal dust-air flames both seeded with potassium salts (e.g., KCl and K\(_2\)CO\(_3\)). The only potassium species definitely identified in preliminary studies were K and KOH; experimental complications precluded further characterization.

Wilson and Gillmore (Ref. 67) used a combination of techniques to study an alkali carbonate-seeded natural gas flame doped with sulfur dioxide. The combustion chamber simulated gas temperatures, velocities, and residence times of a large pulverized coal-fired boiler. While the gas characterization techniques were not strictly of the direct measurement type, they were a step beyond those inference techniques based on only an analysis of a collected deposit. Results obtained in this study establish that nearly equilibrium levels of alkali sulfates form in the flame zone dependent only on the physical mixing within the flame.

The preponderence of evidence appears to indicate that reactions responsible for the formation of alkali sulfates in combustion systems are sufficiently fast (1) to result in the formation of gas phase sulfate species, and (2) to allow the attainment of equilibrium compositions. Thus, it might then appear that the sulfate deposits observed to be responsible for corrosion and fouling are formed by the mere condensation of the respective gas species. However, deposition and mass transport investigations reveal that alkali sulfate gas may not be the only, or even the major, source contributing to deposition of the sulfate.
DEPOSITION

Deposition has long been recognized as an important aspect of environmental attack and numerous studies have been devoted to measuring deposition, characterizing deposits and elucidating deposition conditions (Refs. 13-17, 20, 31-39, 68-70, 72-74 and references cited therein). With the current revival of interest in the use of coal or coal-derived products and the increased impetus to utilize more impure liquid fuels, the deposition problem has taken on new emphasis. Insights into the techniques being employed and particular problems encountered can be gained by consultation of the cited references. However, detailed review of this entire area is beyond the objective of this paper.

Our consideration here shall be confined mainly to the ramifications of corrosive deposits and especially sodium sulfate. This is not to mitigate the role of other inorganic materials in high temperature corrosion or environmental attack. For example, the presence of iron, calcium, and phosphorous in fuels has been shown to lead to copious enough deposits to cause severe plugging of turbine-blade cooling holes (Ref. 36). Deposits containing lead compounds have been shown to be very corrosive (Ref. 20) as have those containing sodium-vanadium compounds (Ref. 18). In addition to the elements already noted, potentially harmful deposits could be formed from other elements and particularly those found in the mineral matter of various coals, e.g., silicon, aluminum, potassium, and magnesium (Ref. 14). Some very recent results obtained for coal-derived fuels (Ref. 43) and coal-oil mixtures (Ref. 44) have shown that the chemical compositions of the numerous deposits collected compared favorably with the predictions from equilibrium thermodynamic analyses. Furthermore, the substantial deposits observed in these studies resulted in insignificant corrosion and this was attributed to the fact that very little sodium or potassium sulfate was formed.

Deposition of sodium sulfate. - In 1965 Hedley et al. (Ref. 68) examined four possible mechanisms of deposition and outlined the applicable theories as they existed at that time. They concluded that particle diffusion probably plays no role in the overall deposition observed in practice while particle impaction could be the major mechanism operating for combustion systems with high gas velocities and large catchment surface areas. They felt that thermal diffusion could play a fairly important role for cooled surfaces but vapor diffusion was considered by them to be the predominant mechanism for cooled surfaces in low gas velocity flows. For vapor diffusion, the limiting temperature of the cooled surface for condensation was pointed out to be a function of gas stream concentration of components and the vapor pressure-temperature relationship for the particular ash content under consideration. This work was followed in 1966 by their experimental study of vanadium pentoxide deposition from a doped kerosene flame (Ref. 69). Hedley, et al. here demonstrated that, for their conditions, the dominant deposition mechanism was vapor diffusion and that their measured deposition rate results could be partially represented by the vapor diffusion rate equation they derived. Brown's later experimental study (Ref. 70) of the deposition of sodium sulfate was made as a function of air/fuel ratio, collector surface temperature, exposure time and so-called residence time, i.e., time from combustion plane to deposition collection surface. Brown used the same pilot scale, controlled mixing history furnace as used by Hedley, et al. (Ref. 69) and Brown showed that for this furnace, turbulence intensity was an important factor which should contribute to the deposition rate given by the Hedley, et al. vapor diffusion model. For
sodium sulfate the rate of deposition was found by Brown to be independent of excess air level, residence time and exposure time. The rate was, however, found to depend on collector surface temperature. The existence of a dew point was indicated and the dew point temperature was found to be a function of the sodium concentration added to the carbon disulfide-doped kerosene-fueled flame. Brown could not satisfactorily fit the rate-temperature curve to the vapor diffusion model, and he attributed the shape of the curve to droplet formation within the boundary layer.

The pioneering works of Hedley, Brown and Shuttleworth were followed by a deposition of sodium sulfate study conducted by Hanby (Ref. 40) who used a flame tunnel test rig. Based primarily on the fact that he found no sodium sulfate in his flames seeded with sodium chloride, Hanby concluded that in gas turbine engines the deposition process on turbine blades occurs by particle impaction. Hanby's results have recently been questioned (Ref. 71) because they are in apparent disagreement with more current findings (Refs. 59 and 60). An accurate analysis of Hanby's investigation is complicated by the nature of his experimental arrangement. Because of the way his dilution air was added, the exact fuel/air ratio in different sections of his combustor tunnel cannot be defined. Stearns, et al., would predict, from equilibrium calculations, that for Hanby's experiment with 5 percent excess air, no sodium sulfate should be expected to form; thus Hanby's results may not be contrary to current findings (Ref. 60).

Jackson (Ref. 72) used an air-cooled probe to study deposit formation in residual fuel oil-fired boilers. Mass transfer rates of ash constituents and magnesium compounds were measured at surface temperatures of 510° and 730° C. From measured rates of deposition and the analyzed deposit composition, both obtained in the absence of magnesium-containing additives, Jackson concluded that vapor diffusion of sodium hydroxide or sodium sulfate across the boundary layer is the dominant mode of deposition.

Urbas, et al. (Ref. 73) used a gas turbine combustor simulation rig, with actual first stage nozzle vane segments as collectors, to measure nozzle plugging rates as a function of (1) sodium concentration in the residual oil fuel and (2) firing temperature. They derived empirical expressions for plugging rate and developed a model which is independent of the number of high melting ash particles for constant levels of vanadium and magnesium. This would suggest a vapor diffusion mode.

Hart, et al. (Ref. 74) used a high pressure rig, modeled on a gas turbine, to study the effect of (1) fuel and air impurity levels, and (2) operation and combustion conditions on the amounts and chemistry of collected deposits. On the basis of their results, they concluded that deposition takes place by vapor diffusion accompanied by chemical change within the boundary layer at the surface collecting the deposit.

Recently Kohl, et al. (Ref. 75) used a high velocity (Mach 0.3) atmospheric pressure burner rig to study deposition from burning Jet A-1 fuel and air seeded with about 10 wppm of an inorganic salt (NaCl, sea salt or Na2SO4). Deposition on cylindrical platinum targets was studied as a function of target surface temperature. For each seeding salt the collected deposit was found to be mainly Na2SO4; only very minor amounts of other constituents were found for the sea salt tests. The existence of a dew point temperature was established and this condensation onset temperature was found to agree with that derived from equilibrium thermochemical calculations.

The experimental verification of a dew point temperature above which no deposition could be observed suggested that for the burner rig test condi-
tions, deposition was associated with vapor diffusion to the surface across a gaseous boundary layer. Accordingly, Rosner et al. (Refs. 76-82) have developed a convective diffusion theory, employing multicomponent vapor transport, for predicting deposition rates for sodium sulfate and other salts in burner rig experiments. Rosner’s formulation is sufficiently general to include the transport of particles that are small enough to be treated as heavy molecules and that are dilute in the transfer gas flow mixture. Because this formulation represents current understanding, the theory shall be considered in some detail.

Vapor diffusion deposition rate theory. - If the combustion product gas temperature is sufficiently high to thermodynamically preclude the existence of condensed inorganic compounds, or if kinetic barriers prevent their appearance in the prevailing residence times, then condensates form only at surface temperatures below the dew point. The mechanism of mass transport to such surfaces is vapor diffusion across the combustion product flow boundary layers. Concentration (Fick), thermal (Soret) and turbulent diffusion contribute to the mass transport. If, on the other hand, the uncooled combustion product gas temperature is below the respective dew points for some offending species, condensates of these species may be present as an aerosol in the gas flow. Aerosols, either in the mainstream or formed within thermal boundary layers near cooler surfaces, influence deposition rates because (1) effective Fick and Soret diffusivities are altered from their purely vapor-values, and (2) sufficiently large size particles move differently than the local host gas mixture allowing them to cross gas streamlines and inertially impact surfaces. The important regimes of particle deposition are summarized in Table II where the smallest particles considered are the atoms and molecules of which vapors are composed. The size ranges specified are only approximate because it must be recognized that the mode is not fixed by particle size alone. The mode depends on the ratio of size to (1) the gas mean free path, (2) the characteristic viscous stopping distance, (3) the characteristic eddy scale, and (4) the collector dimensions.

To predict depositional rates quantitatively, it is convenient to neglect chemical reaction, condensation and/or coagulation within the thin mass transfer boundary layers adjacent to the surface. This is the tractable limiting case of a source-free (SF) or a "chemically frozen" boundary layer (BL) within which convection, turbulence, concentration (Fick or Brownian) diffusion and thermal (Soret) diffusion participate in mass transport to/from the surface. The multicomponent theory, sketched here, embraces all inorganic condensed phases and their vapor precursors including mixtures and/or particles small enough to be considered heavy "molecules". Because the particles participating in the deposition process are often present in only trace amounts, for each such species or particle size class, i, present in local mass fraction, \( w_i \), the diffusion mass flux law simplifies to:

\[
\dot{m}_i = -D_i \rho (w_i + a_i w_i \nu \ln T) \quad (w_i \ll 1)
\]

(1)

where \( \rho \) is density, \( T \) is temperature and \( \dot{m}_i \) is the flux vector. Here the two transport properties, \( D_i \) (Fick or Brownian diffusion coefficient) and \( a_i \) (dimensionless thermal diffusion factor), are specific to each species-host mixture combination. In the absence of mainstream turbulence and thermal diffusion, the form of Eq. (1) leads directly to the introduction of the dimensionless mass transfer coefficients \( \text{Nu}_{m,i} \) (local}
mass transport Nusselt numbers), defined such that each wall flux can be written:

$$\dot{j}_{i,w}^{(SFBL, \alpha_i = 0)} = \frac{(D_i \rho)e}{L} \cdot \text{Nu}_{m,i}(x/L, \text{Re}, \text{Sc}, \ldots) \cdot (w_{i,e} - w_{i,w})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here the subscripts e and w respectively pertain to local conditions at the boundary layer outer and inner "edges" (Fig. 3), and Re and Sc are, respectively, the prevailing Reynolds' number based on characteristic length L and Schmidt number.

Insertion of thermal diffusion into the species or size class i mass conservation equation introduce three effects:

1. a convection-like (thermophoretic) transport term, producing a "suction like" augmentation of $\text{Nu}_{m,i}$;
2. a "sink-like" term similar to that which would appear in the presence of homogeneous reaction of species or size class i;
3. a non-Fick/Brownian diffusion contribution to the species or size class i flux at the wall (when $w_{i,w}$ is non zero).

Effects 1 and 2 on $\text{Nu}_{m,i}$ are lumped in the factor $F_{i}(\text{Soret})$ below which depends predominantly on the dimensionless thermophoretic "suction" parameter:

$$\tau_i = \alpha_{i,w}(L e_{i,w})^{1/3} \left[(T_e - T_w)/T_w\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

However, $F_{i}(\text{Soret})$ is also influenced by the thermophoretic pseudo-sink operating both outside and inside the Brownian sublayer. Apart from turbulence within the boundary layer, mainstream turbulence (level and scale) can also augment transport rates to/from stationary surfaces. Thus, in practice, each mass transfer coefficient, $\text{Nu}_{m,i}$, must in addition be adjusted by a factor $F_{i}(\text{turb})$. Collecting these results, and in the absence of mainstream turbulence effects, each wall flux is then written as:

$$\dot{j}_{i,w}^{(Soret)} = \frac{(D_i \rho)e}{L} \cdot F_{i}(\text{Soret}) \cdot \text{Nu}_{m,i} \left((w_{i,e} - w_{i,w}) + \frac{F(\text{ncp})}{F_{i}(\text{Soret})} \cdot \frac{(w_{i,w})(\tau_i)}{(w_{i,w})^2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\text{Nu}_{m,i}$ includes effects of variable properties but not thermal diffusion or a mainstream turbulence, and $F(\text{ncp})$ is a correction factor for variable (non-constant) properties.

The most important term for the dew point temperature, plus the temperature dependence and magnitude of the vapor deposition rate is the "driving force" for species mass transport, i.e., the concentration gradient, $(w_{i,e} - w_{i,w})$, for each species contributing to the net deposition rate. At the boundary layer outer edge the trace species mass fractions, $w_{i,e}$, will depend on the kinetics and thermodynamics controlling the vapor phase composition. If local thermochemical equilibrium (LTCE) is achieved at station e near the stagnation line (point), then the species compositions $w_{i,e}$ are those corresponding to LTCE at the prevailing pressure, temperature, and overall elemental composition, the latter usually being close to the elemental compositions entering the combustor.

The situation is more subtle at the gas/condensate interface because, even if LTCE is imposed, the local element mass fractions of the inorganic con-
constituents will generally differ from those in the mainstream. Thermal diffusion and multicomponent diffusion both contribute to this element "segregation", hence self-consistent LTCE calculations at station \( w \) require simultaneous consideration of the transport laws and the LTCE condition. Thus, for the deposition of a single pure compound, say, \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4(\text{c}) \) below its "dew point", two constraints are simultaneously imposed:

1. **Vapor-Condensate Equilibrium (VCE):** The vapor mixture composition at station \( w \) should be compatible with the thermochemical co-existence of \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4(\text{c}) \) at temperature \( T_w \) and pressure \( p \).

2. **Trace Element Flux-Ratio:** Because \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4(\text{c}) \) is being deposited, the molar fluxes of Na and S must stand in the ratio of 2:1 at the prevailing vapor compositions.

For mixed (multicomponent) condensates, the VCE constraint is based on equality of chemical potential of each chemical species \( i \) in both vapor and condensed phase, and trace element fluxes must stand in the same ratio as in the co-existing condensate.

The multicomponent chemically frozen boundary layer vapor deposition theory implies:

1. Soret transport of high molecular weight vapors shifts the dew points in a given environment to a higher surface temperature than expected in the presence of Fick diffusion alone;

2. In multicomponent systems with unequal diffusion coefficients, chemical element segregation at the VC-interface is also associated with a dew point shift when the LTCE-condition is imposed;

3. The dew-point defined by extrapolating the CFBL-deposition rate to zero from below is different theoretically from that defined by the temperature at which a cooled surface will first exhibit surface condensation.

Thus, while vapor systems exhibit characteristic condensate onset conditions associated with the commonly accepted notion of a "dew point", this temperature is also influenced by transport and kinetic restrictions.

In contrast to previous treatments of vapor deposition (Refs. 76-82 and 83-84), the Rosner formulation (Refs. 76-82) or CFBL theory makes explicit provision in the sodium sulfate case for the effects of:

1. Na-element transport via species of differing mobility (i.e., \( \text{NaCl}(\text{g}), \text{NaOH}(\text{g}), \text{Na}(\text{g}), \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4(\text{g}), \text{etc.}) \);

2. thermal (Soret) diffusion of heavy, Na-containing species;

3. free stream turbulence intensity and scale.

**Application of vapor diffusion CFBL deposition theory.** The CFBL theory has been applied to the prediction of deposition rates for sea salt-, sodium chloride-, and sodium sulfate-seeded burner rig experiments (Refs. 75, 77, and 79). While the comparison between theory and experiment is only encouraging, it must be recognized that burner rig experiments have not yet been developed to the point where there is adequate control of all variables involved.

A more definitive test of the accuracy of the CFBL theory has been made by Rosner, et al. (Refs. 80, 82, and 85) who use optical techniques to measure the deposition of \( \text{B}_2\text{O}_3 \) from \( \text{BCl}_3 \)-seeded propane-air laboratory flat flames. The comparison of results shown in Fig. 4 indicate that for a precisely controlled experiment where conditions can be closely defined, the CFBL theory can be applied with confidence to predict deposition rates.

The results of the application of the CFBL theory to the sea salt-seeded burner rig deposition study are presented in Fig. 5. Agreement between the maximum deposition rates far below the dew point is reasonable but the predicted dependence on surface temperature exhibits plateau-like behavior not evident in this set of experimental results.
By examining the nature of the equilibrium, calculated species concentrations in the combustion gas free stream and at the surface of the collector, some insight may be gained regarding the nature of the transporting species in the context of the CFBL theory. According to this model, Na$_2$SO$_4$(c) growth on a surface occurs primarily via transport of NaOH(g), NaCl(g), and Na(g), but not Na$_2$SO$_4$(g). In fact, the Na$_2$SO$_4$(g) species contributes to a net loss of the Na$_2$SO$_4$ condensate layer due to a negative concentration gradient for this species across the boundary layer. Thus, in the CFBL framework, gas phase conversion of NaCl to Na$_2$SO$_4$ in the available residence time is not necessary for the process of Na$_2$SO$_4$ deposition. Rather, of more importance are heterogeneous reactions at the gas/liquid interface which convert NaCl(g), NaOH(g), and Na(g) in the presence of excess O$_2$ and S-containing vapor species to Na$_2$SO$_4$(c). Of course, the mechanism of this conversion may involve an Na$_2$SO$_4$ molecule. This situation makes it clear that a multicomponent deposition theory is absolutely essential for engineering applications.

An interesting aspect of calculations of combustion gas and deposit compositions is consideration of what condensed phases, other than Na$_2$SO$_4$, might be expected to deposit from sodium-seeded combustion gases. Na$_2$SO$_4$ was the only condensate expected over a wide range of temperatures for an equivalence ratio of less than one (i.e., oxidizing conditions). Under the conditions investigated, the calculations predict that no NaCl or NaOH condensates form. Even if Na$_2$SO$_4$(c) were prohibited from forming (by omitting data for this phase from the program library) no NaCl or NaOH condensates would form. The calculations show that the phase that would likely form, from a thermodynamic viewpoint, would be Na$_2$CO$_3$. The high stability of the HCl molecule is also important here. This phenomenon illustrates that even though a molecule with a certain stoichiometry (such as NaCl) is one of the more stable gases in a complex equilibrium, the same composition may not be the most stable condensed phase. Indeed, the deposition of Na$_2$CO$_3$ has been observed from Na-seeded, sulfur-free propane/air flames (Ref. 41). Thus, it is not surprising that, in practice, NaCl is rarely detected as a condensed phase deposit in turbine engines or burner rigs. Situations in which NaCl deposits were observed (Refs. 39, 42, and 86), at levels greater than those predicted by Raoult's Law (Ref. 88), are likely attributable to particle capture.

Another application of the CFBL vapor diffusion deposition rate theory has been made by Helt (Ref. 89). He used the theoretical framework to calculate dew points and deposition rate for sodium sulfate formation in the flue gas of a coal-fired pressurized fluidized bed combustor. Helt's calculations are presented in clear, step-by-step detail and provide an excellent procedural guide for making the numerous involved calculations.

Particle diffusion contribution. - As Table II indicates, the diffusive modes of mass transport considered above for vapors only represent one extreme in the deposition behavior of molecules and particles. At the opposite extreme are particles so large that they cannot follow the motion of the carrier gas, i.e., inertial effects dominate. Between the extremes lies a large range of particle sizes where thermophoresis can dominate the rate of deposition to cooled surfaces. Considerable effort is being devoted to understanding deposition rate behavior in this region (Refs. 76, 79, 81 and 90-94).

As is well known, the capture efficiency of aerosol particles in isothermal forced convection systems falls off with increased particle size, reaching a minimum value (perhaps of the order of only $10^{-3} - 10^{-4}$ percent) before the onset of inertial deposition. Rosner found that this minimum
The capture rate can be dramatically altered (e.g., over two decades) by thermophoretic particle transport to cooled (from heated) surfaces (Refs. 95-97). The above mentioned theoretical framework for dealing with the simultaneous effects of Brownian and thermophoretic transport can be used to illustrate this effect. For example, consider the capture of a Na$_2$SO$_4$(1) droplet from a combustion gas flow over cooled targets simulating gas turbine engine blades. Figure 6 shows anticipated capture efficiency, for sodium sulfate transport to a cooled cylinder in crossflow, plotted as a function of particle diameter for three surface temperatures. Note the almost two decade augmentation in deposition rate predicted for cold collector surfaces at particle sizes just below the onset of "pure" inertial impaction. In terms of the CFBL theory applied to small particles, the effect of particle thermophoresis is governed by the dimensionless thermophoretic "suction" parameter which can attain large values in the particle size range of interest, even if negligible for clusters of molecular dimensions. Other examples of the importance of thermophoresis in the capture of intermediate size particles are included in the literature (Refs. 95-98).

The combined effects of diffusion and inertia are the subject of very recent research (Refs. 97 and 98). This work will permit understanding of the gradual transition that actually occurs between the diffusional and inertial branches shown in Fig. 6. Whereas "pure" inertial deposition theory leads one to expect the existence of a critical particle size above which inertial impaction becomes possible, the recent results show that the capture of particles below this size are also influenced by inertia. This effect manifests itself in inertially produced changes in the local mass loading of particles (i.e., inertial enhancement or centrifugal depletion). Once the inertially influenced distribution of local particle mass loading is achieved at the outer edge of the Brownian diffusion sublayer, SFBL theory yields the corresponding distribution of the diffusional deposition-rate. Necessary further research is in progress to deal with the important case of particles which are too large to follow the turbulent eddy motion within the velocity and thermal boundary layers.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

High pressure mass spectrometric flame sampling techniques have been used to help elucidate the flame chemistry of some sodium-sulfur and potassium-sulfur-seeded laboratory flame systems. Condensible high temperature molecular species have been directly identified and some of the kinetics regarding the time for their formation has been established. Measured compositions of the gaseous flame products, for these seeded flames, have been shown to agree with those predicted by equilibrium thermodynamic calculations. The gas phase chemistry for the sodium-sulfur-seeded flames has been related to deposition processes and high temperature corrosion.

Deposition measurements, made for numerous combustion systems containing a wide variety of fuel and air impurities, have been instrumental in contributing to understanding of the mechanisms of deposition. These measurements have also established the predominant role played by vapor diffusion in the deposition of corrosive agents like sodium sulfate. Vapor diffusion deposition rate theories have evolved to the point where they now include the effects of multicomponent composition, thermal diffusion, variable gas properties across the gaseous boundary layer and free stream turbulence. Progress is also being made in efforts to include particle size effects in deposition theories and some important insights have already emerged.
Without question, significant advances have recently been made in understanding environmental attack aspects of pertinent combustion and deposition phenomena. However, increased understanding has also heightened awareness that there is need for additional specific research. Some of the most pressing needs are:

1. Direct measurement of the gaseous and particulate composition of real combustion systems' product effluent.
3. Phase equilibrium data and computer models of multielement, vapor/liquid and vapor/solid equilibrium as required for application to solution condensate deposition rate theory.
4. Direct measurements of transport properties of inorganic vapor molecules.
5. Development of a transport theory to account for effects of boundary layer condensation on deposition rate.
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### TABLE I. ALKALI METAL- AND SULFUR-CONTAINING COMPOUND ADDITIONS TO METHANE-OXYGEN FLAMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flame system</th>
<th>Reactant gas composition (mole %)</th>
<th>Fuel/oxidant mass ratio</th>
<th>Calculated adiabatic flame temperature, K</th>
<th>Flame speed, cm sec⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>Oxidant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl-SO₂</td>
<td>CH₄ 0.92 SO₂ 84.1 O₂ 5.9 H₂O 0.18 NaCl</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>2032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl-CH₃SH</td>
<td>CH₄ 5.3 CH₃SH 87.3 O₂ 6.2 H₂O 0.19 NaCl</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>1678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂CO₃-SO₂</td>
<td>CH₄ 9.3 SO₂ 83.6 O₂ 6.0 H₂O 0.061 Na₂CO₃</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>2097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCl-SO₂</td>
<td>CH₄ 9.3 SO₂ 83.5 O₂ 6.0 H₂O 0.19 KCl</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>2088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂CO₃-SO₂</td>
<td>CH₄ 9.3 SO₂ 83.8 O₂ 5.9 H₂O 0.025 K₂CO₃</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>2101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The flame speed, V₀, in cm sec⁻¹, was calculated on the basis of the STP flow velocity of the reactant gases.

### TABLE II. CHARACTERISTICS OF DEPOSITION FOR SPECTRUM OF PARTICLE SIZES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size range</th>
<th>Mass transport mode</th>
<th>Deposition species</th>
<th>Transport mechanism</th>
<th>Deposition characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1-10 Å     | Vapor diffusion     | Atoms and molecules (vapors) | Fick diffusion soret diffusion eddy diffusion | 1. Tdp < Te  
2. Low n and deposition on side away from line-of-sight  
3. Low sensitivity to Te - Tw  
4. Rate levels off for Tₑ < Tₑ < Tₑ |
| 10 Å-10⁻¹ µm | Vapor diffusion transition | Heavy molecules (condensate aerosols, clusters, submicron particles) | Brownian diffusion eddy diffusion thermophoresis | 1. Tdp = Te  
2. Lowest n  
3. High sensitivity to Te - Tw  
4. Rate nearly linear with Te - Tw |
| 10⁻¹-100 µm | Inertial            | Macroscopic particles | Inertial impaction eddy impaction | 1. No apparent Tdp  
2. Highest n  
3. Independent of Te - Tw  
4. Preferential deposition on side facing flow |

*Mode of deposition is not fixed by particle size alone.  
n = deposition or collection efficiency, Tdp = dew point temperature,  
Tₑ = gas mainstream temperature, Tₑ = wall temperature.
Figure 1. - Composition profiles for CH4-O2-H2O-NaCl-SO2 flame. Reactant composition in wt. % = CH4, 4.7; O2, 89.4; H2O, 3.5; SO2, 2.0, and NaCl, 0.35.

Figure 2. - Equilibrium chemical composition for NaCl-SO2 doped methane-oxygen flame with fuel/oxidant mass ratio of 0.072. Reactant composition in wt. % = CH4, 4.7; O2, 89.4; H2O, 3.5; SO2, 2.0, and NaCl, 0.35.
Figure 3. - Schematic chemically frozen gaseous boundary layer on a cooled surface.

Figure 4. - Deposition rate of B$_2$O$_3$ from BC$_1_3$-seeded propane-air flame, equivalence ratio = 1, $\lambda_L = 10^{-2}$ (0.0612 moles BC$_1_3$ per mole fuel). Deposit growth measured by optical interference technique (Ref. 82).
Figure 5. - Comparison of experimentally measured and theoretically calculated deposition rates of sodium sulfate on a cooled platinum collector for a burner rig flame seeded with 11.3 wppm sea salt and 0.038 wt. % sulfur in Jet A-1 fuel.

Figure 6. - SFBL theory predicted dependence of sodium sulfate deposition rate on particle size.